Is Non-Violent Communication (NVC)
consistent with the Trivium Method?

this is not...
-justification for unwarranted hostility.
-about finding virtue in disrespectful discourse or
Justification for “being a dick” without cause.
I reserve the right to be a dick with cause.

-saying that polite, respectful or neutral tones in
communication have no value.
-saying that the virtues communicated as selling points
of NVC are not valid.
-Saying needs, intentions, feeling are irrelevant.

Is NVC consistent with the Trivium Method?

this is...
A side-by-side analysis of the Trivium Method to
Non-violent communication (NVC) to demonstrate:
-how NVC is not an appropriate standard technique for
use as the “rhetoric” phase of the Trivium method.
-A more consistent technique is already
embedded in the Trivium Method.
-the Trivium Method has an intrinsic value set,
which NVC contradicts.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
Trivium
Grammar teaches the mechanics of language to the student.
This is the step where the student "comes to terms", i.e.
defining the objects and information perceived by the five
senses. Hence, the Law of Identity: a tree is a tree, and not
a cat.
Logic (also dialectic) is the "mechanics" of thought and of
analysis; the process of identifying fallacious arguments
and statements, and so systematically removing
contradictions, thereby producing factual knowledge that
can be trusted.
Rhetoric is the application of language in order to instruct
and to persuade the listener or the reader. It is the
knowledge (grammar) now understood (logic) being
transmitted outwards, as wisdom (rhetoric).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trivium

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
Classical Trivium

Grammar

Logic

Rhetoric

Concerned
with identity
(definitions)
and rules of
language

Concerned
with
non-contradiction
in structure

Concerned
with instruction
and persuasion

Each of the above three are treated as separate disciplines, and although related,
are not approached as a sequential process. For instance: McLuhan’s arguments
that societies focussed on logic stagnate, societies focusses on Grammar and
rhetoric flourish, implies that each are silos which can be used independently
or selectively emphasized.
http://projects.chass.utoronto.ca/mcluhan-studies/v1_iss1/1_1art6.htm

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
Classical Trivium is an analogy of philosophy applied to
language. This makes sense... language is tightly
coupled with reality. (Language represents reality for the
purpose of communicating)
Grammar -> Meta-physics
Logic
-> Epistemology/dialectic
Rhetoric -> Conduct/Ethics

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Classical Trivium: A few flaws.

Grammar
Concerned with identities in A statement.
“A” exists as itself only.
Entities are identified through their differences compared
to other entities and are categorized by their similarities
with others.
Essence -> Universal -> Genus ->Species->Subject

If definitions are not agreed upon, can
communication proceed?

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Classical Trivium: A few flaws.

Grammar
If facts are mis-identified, ignored, or included despite
irrelevance, one can mislead others to accepting premises
which are not factual, relevant, or accurate.
For example: “Blue eyes are not blue”.
“Blue eyes have no pigment, they are actually clear. Light scatters
throughout the iris letting only blue light escape, thus they appear
blue. They are actually clear.”
The above is arguing an attribute as though it is a substance.
Blue is an attribute (something which occurs through a substance).
The explanation for the blueness of eyes is merely a description of
what happens in the iris - it describes an attribute but then claims
the blue eyes are false by the standards of a substance (Blue eyes
have no pigment or substance responsible for blueness).

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Classical Trivium: A few flaws.

Logic
Concerned with non-contradiction in its internal
structure. It is impossible for “A” to be “A” and not “A”
at the same time and in the same respect.
Do the meanings of statements follow without contradiction.

True

False

All Men are mortal
Socrates is a man
Socrates is mortal

All apples are fruit
All bananas are fruit
Bananas are apples

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Classical Trivium: A few flaws.

Fallacies
Statements can have a proper logical structure and be
incorrect due to false premises (facts are incorrect).
Or the statements do not follow a proper logical
structure.
Logic CANNOT stand on it’s own - this leads to
rationalism. Logic can be sound, with true premises and
still be false.
For centuries Trivium has been used successfully as a
means to argue the arbitrary and give validity to false
ideas.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhetoric

The Classical Trivium: A few flaws.

Rhetoric
Concerned with Instruction and Persuasion.
“Plato (427-347 BC) famously outlined the differences between
true and false rhetoric in a number of dialogues; [...] Plato
disputes the sophistic notion that the art of persuasion [...],
can exist independent of the art of dialectic. [...] he suggests
the possibility of a true art wherein rhetoric is based upon the
knowledge produced by dialectic, and relies on a dialectically
informed rhetoric...”

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhetoric

The Classical Trivium: A few flaws.

Rhetoric
Concerned with Instruction and Persuasion.
“For Plato and Aristotle, dialectic involves persuasion, so
when Aristotle says that rhetoric is the antistrophe of
dialectic, he means [...] that [it] is parallel to, but different
from, [...] dialectic. [...] When Aristotle characterizes rhetoric
as the antistrophe of dialectic, he no doubt means that
rhetoric is used in place of dialectic [...] The domain of rhetoric
is civic affairs [...], not theoretical considerations of
operational definitions of terms and clarification of thought.
These, for him, are in the domain of dialectic.”
emphasis mine

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Classical Trivium: A few flaws.
Rhetoric or desired outcomes can influence logic and data
selection. Predefined logic can filter or bias datasets.
We can present facts in a false context to create a rhetoric
which appears to be sound (factual).
We can downplay data or justify eliminating data and
focus on rationale or logic to create the impression of
truth which is valid but has no factual basis (a priori).
Each area, if emphasized or predetermined, can influence
the others making it inconsistent with reality yet still
appear true.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Classical Trivium: A few flaws.
Overview of Faults:
Because the Classical Trivium sees each area as separate
yet related tools, which can be drawn upon independently
or disproportionally to fit ones purpose, it can be used to
create the appearance of truth yet cause uncertainty or
confusion about reality. Essentially it can fail...
the question then is - fail to do what?

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Trivium:
Overview:
Grammar is the identification of entities which exist in reality.
Logic is how one understands the relationship between these
entities therefore a complete and accurate set of identities
must be known.
Rhetoric is the application of knowledge and understanding.
therefore both knowledge and understanding need to be
complete and consistent or the application will likely fail.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Trivium:
Rhetoric is dependant on grammar & logic. Logic is dependant
on grammar. Grammar is dependent on REALITY.
By ordering the Trivium into a method, knowledge and
understanding become rooted in reality which leads to skillful
means and provides a foundation for further learning.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
Ordering of understanding : (Locke’s Chain of Ideas)
Higher order
concepts are
built upon lower
order concepts
which are built
upon concretes
found in reality.
Regardless of
the intangibility
of a higher order
concept, by analysing
its foundations we
eventually hit
concretes in reality.
If a concept is not
rooted in reality
then it is arbitrary.

Concept (2) - induced from other concepts(1)/percepts
(foundation is logic built upon concepts rooted in reality).

Concept (1) - induced from other concepts/percepts
(foundation is logic built upon concepts rooted in reality).

Concept - induced from observations
(foundation is logic built upon observations of reality).

Percepts/concretes - observable, quantifiable,
provable deductively, includes self-evident
but not always.
Axioms - Existence Exist, more than self-evident
and impossible with out them, Do not need proof.

For the sake of this presentation I am using the word “concept” to mean the abstraction of percepts or
the conclusion drawn from concrete perceptions.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
Ordering of understanding:

This is an iterative
process.
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The outcome of one
cycle (rhetoric as
a new concept which is
understood) becomes
the grammar of the
next cycle.
Then the next concept
is of a higher order
but can still be traced
back to reality.
Concepts are not
arbitrary ideas, they
are not “created”. they
represent sophisticated
observations and
relationships in reality.

For the sake of this presentation I am using the word “concept” to mean the abstraction of percepts or
the conclusion drawn from concrete perceptions.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
Ordering of understanding:
We can take higher order
concept and treat them
as though they are
percepts or axioms
and build a case which
has evidence and valid
logic but yet be totally
devoid of reality.
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A concept is an idea
rooted in reality.
Ideas can be applicable
to observation, provide
predictability, yet be
completely disconnected
in reality.
ORDER IS IMPORTANT!

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Trivium Method:
The trivium Method has, broadly speaking, done two things.
It has approached each area as equal, essential, and inseparable,
but has also ordered each area into a sequential process
of learning.
first, one identifies all relevant entities in a subject area.
It is to ask “What am I really looking at?”.
Then, one identifies causal relationships, assess relevance and
importance... It is to ask “why is it the way it is?”.
Then, it is to ask “How can this be put to use?,” or “How can
this be expressed?”
As a sequence, which begins with reality, the Trivium Method
vets and self-corrects at each step to preserve consistency
with reality.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Trivium Method:
The trivium method is built upon some tacit assumptions:
Reality exists. Reality can be known. We can fail in our pursuit to
understand it. If this is not so, then why use the Trivium Method at all?
Therefore we can infer from this a statement of values for the
trivium Method.

It is the pursuit of
knowledge, understanding, and conduct,
which is consistent with the reality.
If this is not the case then to what end has the Classical Trivium been
changed into the Trivium Method?
It can be for no other reason than to align our thoughts and actions
with reality.

Trivium and the application of Verbal Rhetoric
The Trivium Method:
We now have a standard of measure to use in deciding if NVC is appropriate
for integration into the Trivium Method. it would need to be consistent
with the following statement:

Rhetoric is the expression of
knowledge and understanding which is
consistent with reality.
Regardless of any particular method of communication used as a
rhetorical technique, it must fit the criteria of the above statement.

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

“Non-Violent Communication, a method of using OFNR and the
4D's, applied internally and externally, for the purpose of
creating effective “Bridges of Empathy”.
Designed by Marshall Rosenberg
(who was a student of Carl Rogers) in 1972, the OFNR model
was existent since at least 1992 (see Empathetic Lens).”

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

4D's (of Disconnected Communication, or Life-Alienating Communication):
(see Demands, (Unrequested) Diagnoses, Deserve-Oriented Language,
Denial of Responsibility).
“Demands: Commands that are given, usually with a “carrot/stick”
attached consequence. (You will do this now, or else!)”
This idea is attached to the use of imperative sentences as violent.
An imperative sentence should be rephrased to be a request.
or, in NVC speak, “You may want to rephrase a imperative sentence
into the form of a request”.

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

4D's (of Disconnected Communication, or Life-Alienating Communication):
(see Demands, (Unrequested) Diagnoses, Deserve-Oriented Language,
Denial of Responsibility).
“Diagnoses (that are Unrequested): Labels, adjectives, and comparisons
which are used as attempts to place an individual within a generalized
evaluation. These are often forms of the “Hasty Generalization Fallacy””
Wiki - “Diagnosis is the identification of the nature and cause of a
certain phenomenon.”
This is to conflate a term which represents critical thinking and equate
it with an Ad hominem.
The definitions of “jackal and giraffe” used in NVC would be an example
of “generalized evaluation”. Although it could be argued that it addresses
the person’s speech and not the person, the effect is the same.
It Invalidates the person’s statement by citing their intention as violent
which is to focus, not on content, but on intention.

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

4D's (of Disconnected Communication, or Life-Alienating Communication):
(see Demands, (Unrequested) Diagnoses, Deserve-Oriented Language,
Denial of Responsibility).
“Denial of Responsibility: Abdication of an individual in being able to
respond to a given situation, usually represented as a cognitive and
emotional disconnection within an individual. There are many occasions
where there is an active or passive denial (by an individual) of the evidence
that shows a cause/effect relationship between the choices of an
individual and the effects of those choices.
(You made me loose control, so it's your fault that I ______ ).”
The underlying idea is that the emotional responses are ultimately their
choice and not caused by the other person.
It ignores the possibility that people can have emotional impacts on others.
In the definition itself it has a “diagnosis,” with qualified language,
regarding the person’s inner state (as cognitive/emotional disconnection).
It affords a convenient stance for the NVC’r to regard an empassioned
argument as “emotional disconnection”. Intention, not content, is the focus.

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

4D's (of Disconnected Communication, or Life-Alienating Communication):
(see Demands, (Unrequested) Diagnoses, Deserve-Oriented Language,
Denial of Responsibility).
“Deserve-Oriented Language: Similar refusal or abdication
(as with Denial of Responsibility) of an individual being able to respond
to a given situation, usually represented as a cognitive and emotional
disconnection within an individual. Punishments and rewards are often
referred to while using Deserve-Oriented Language.
(You/I deserve to …., You/I don't deserve …).”
Again, the definition contains a “diagnostic” component regarding the
other person’s inner state.
This idea is linked to either/or, if/then, propositions which would be better
worded as “and/also” statements. This idea undermines the language of
cause and effect. Changing propositions this way changes the meaning of
your statements without changing the content. It allows for “slippery
definitions” which one can retreat from when called out for fallaciousness.

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

OFNR:
Observations,
Feelings,
Needs,
Requests.
This is a procedure.
IMO, this is what
attracts Trivium people
to NVC as it appears
to overlap with GLR.
What is the
meta-message of
this image?

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

OFNR:
1) Observations without evaluation (note previous image states perceptions
coloured by ego, thoughts, judgement, views, opinion).
2) Feelings (note: no mention that emotion may colour observation).
3) Needs (motivating factors). Are all motivating factors based in needs?
Is interpreting or expressing needs relevant to all topics?
4) Requests (Actions). Is a request of action always required?
What is the underlying assumption?
(Needs are met through other people - interdependence)

What is Non-violent Communication?
OFNR:

Trivium Method

Observations
Grammar

Feelings

“Needs”(motivating factors)

“Requests” (Actions)

Logic

Rhetoric

Clarify terms.
If feelings are relevant
to the topic, then state
what is relevant.

give your train of thought.
Explain your understanding.

State your position,
or request action.

What is the underlying assumption?
Feelings and needs are the foundation for action (which is actualized through others).

What is Non-violent Communication?
“Inner” application of the trivium:
Grammar

Logic

Rhetoric

Be aware of your own inner activity. Somatic sensations,
feelings, emotions. Be able to identify and clarify these
occurrences.

Be able to understand those occurrences and causal
relationships, and how they rise and settle affecting
thinking, etc.
Be able to articulate them, and be able to function with
these influences and motivators which increases awareness.

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

“(The) Language of Obligation: The use of words to imply or explicitly state
a message using the 4D’s of Disconnection (Demands, [unrequested]
Diagnoses, Deserve-Oriented Language, Denial of Responsibility) toward
one’s self or toward another individual, for the known or unknown
purpose of creating extrinsic (or externally motivated) events or actions
(such as threats of punishments or promises of rewards) which
result in strategies often creating (perceived) “winners” and “losers”.
Examples of the Language of Obligation: Should, Must/Need to, Ought to,
Right (moral)/Wrong (immoral), Extrinsically created “Rights”,
Either/Or (Debate), Scarcity Perspective, Win/Lose or Lose/Lose
Engineering, Extrinsic Motivations, Punishments/Rewards received/given,
Coercive Situations.”

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

“(The) Language of Choice:
The use of words to describe (or make understandable, to one's self or
to others) an enhanced perspective of abundant possibilities, choices
and internal/external evidence of respect and understanding. The Trivium
method of critical thinking used in conjunction with NVC allows for this
language to both [be] understood and spoken.
Examples of the Language of Choice: “Prefer to, (shall) choose to, decide
to, individually preferable/less preferable, intrinsically generated respect
of individual choices (as opposed to extrinsically generated “respect”
that is created from fear of punishments or desire for rewards),
external/internal “cause & effect” known and used for decision-making
processes.”

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

(The) Language of Obligation:
-Should,
-Must/Need to,
-Ought to,
-Right (moral)/Wrong (immoral),
-Extrinsically created “Rights,”
-Either/Or (Debate),
-Scarcity Perspective,
-Win/Lose or Lose/Lose
-Engineering,
-Extrinsic Motivations,
-Punishments/Rewards received/given,
-Coercive Situations.

the Language of Choice:
-Prefer to,
-(shall) choose to,
-decide to,
-individually preferable/
less preferable,
-intrinsically generated respect
of individual choices
(as opposed to extrinsically
generated “respect” that is created
from fear of punishments or
desire for rewards),
-external/internal “cause & effect”
known and used for decision-making
processes.

What is Non-violent Communication?
“e·quiv·o·ca·tion
iˌkwivəˈkāSH(ə)n/
noun
the use of ambiguous language to conceal the truth or
to avoid committing oneself; prevarication.”
Softening ones position through modified language in an
effort to control the reaction of other people...

What is Non-violent Communication?
http://schoolsucksproject.com/practical-definitions-voluntary-communication-by-darrell-becker/

The gist of NVC:
“Bridge of Empathy”: A metaphor for a connection of
mutual knowledge and understanding of the Feelings and
“Needs” (Motivating Factors) of all communicating
individuals, subjectively measurable by virtue of apparent
signs of caring and respect.

What is Non-violent Communication?
Are these two statements consistent or complimentary?
The Trivium Method:
“The Expression of knowledge & understanding which is consistent
with reality.”
NVC:
“Creating connection of mutual knowledge and understanding of the
Feelings and “Needs” (Motivating Factors) of all communicating individuals,
subjectively measurable by virtue of apparent signs of caring and respect.”
How accurate are the terms in NVC? do they provide more clarity,
or create ambiguity? How does NVC vet “Subjectively Measurable by
apparent signs” for consistency with reality?
By the previous definitions, how does NVC ensure consistency with reality?
Some would say this is what the Trivium supplies. however NVC relies on
equivocation of entire subset of language; deeming it violent, demanding
or obligatory by definition; and uses unfalsifiable, unverified, emotional
assessments which are to be kept to yourself (used internally).
At first glance it is obvious that NVC is anti-Trivium Method.

NVC, a Deeper look
linguistics:
Understanding the impact of linguistics on cognition is the key to
understanding the mechanics of NVC, NLP, Delphi etc.
The idea is that social interaction impacts how an individual frames
reality (cybernetics).
Perception of reality can only occur through the development of
language. Language cannot develop until it is externalized (spoken to
others) and they then externalize their thoughts back to us
(social interaction).
This interaction then frames how reality is constructed. Reality is,
therefore, created out of dominant social frames (consensus of the
population or popular narrative) which is built from language.
Primacy of linguistics -> society (narrative) -> consciousness ->reality.
Therefore reality is created out of the social narrative.
Changing the language changes the narrative which dictates reality.

NVC, a Deeper look
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milton_H._Erickson

Effect of linguistics on cognition: Milton Erickson
Indirect Technique
“Where classical hypnosis is authoritative and direct, and often encounters
resistance in the subject, Erickson's approach is permissive, accommodating
and indirect. For example, where a classical hypnotist might say "You are
going into a trance", an Ericksonian hypnotist would be more likely to say "you
can comfortably learn how to go into a trance"... Because the induction takes
place during the course of a normal conversation, Ericksonian hypnosis is
often known as Covert or Conversational Hypnosis.
Erickson maintained that it was not possible consciously to instruct the
unconscious mind, and that authoritarian suggestions were likely to be met
with resistance. The unconscious mind responds to openings, opportunities,
metaphors, symbols, and contradictions. Effective hypnotic suggestion, then,
should be "artfully vague", leaving space for the subject to fill in the gaps
with their own unconscious understandings - even if they do not consciously
grasp what is happening....”
Emphasis mine

NVC, a Deeper look
Effect of linguistics on cognition: Milton Erickson
the language of choice, a modification of language with the intention to be
less authoritative, falls into the category of Indirect technique.
By softening one’s position to avoid the Language of obligation two
things occur:
-The statements become “artfully vague”. Stepping back from a definitive
stance obfuscates what the speaker’s position actually is, leaving the
listener to search for their position. Essentially it creates an opening or
void which draws the listener in. This ambiguity causes confusion and
a mild trance.
-Rewording to avoiding authoritative language removes resistance in the
listener. It sooths the person into a more receptive state, essentially
dropping their guard.
This is a means of manipulating the context in which a statement is made
without changing the content. It is to change the statement into a
hypnotic suggestion.

NVC, a Deeper look
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milton_H._Erickson

Effect of linguistics on cognition: Milton Erickson
“Confusion technique
In all my techniques, almost all, there is a confusion.
A confused person has their conscious mind busy and occupied, and is very
much inclined to draw upon unconscious learnings to make sense of things. A
confused person is in a trance of their own making - and therefore goes
readily into that trance without resistance. Confusion might be created by
ambiguous words, complex or endless sentences, pattern interruption or a
myriad of other techniques to incite transderivational searches.
...
... long and frequent use of the confusion technique has many times
effected exceedingly rapid hypnotic inductions under unfavourable conditions
such as acute pain of terminal malignant disease and in persons interested
but hostile, aggressive, and resistant..”
Emphasis mine

NVC, a Deeper look
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milton_H._Erickson

Effect of linguistics on cognition: Milton Erickson
“Confusion technique”
Confusion might be created by ambiguous words, complex or endless
sentences, pattern interruption or a myriad of other techniques to incite
transderivational searches.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transderivational_search

transderivational searches
“...a psychological and cybernetics term, meaning when a search is being conducted for
a fuzzy match across a broad field...
Unlike usual searches, which look for literal (i.e. exact, logical, or regular expression)
matches, a transderivational search is a search for a possible meaning or possible
match as part of communication, and without which an incoming communication cannot be
made any sense of whatsoever. It is thus an integral part of processing language, and
of attaching meaning to communication.
A psychological example of TDS is in Ericksonian hypnotherapy, where vague
suggestions are used that the patient must process intensely in order to find their own
meanings...”

NVC, a Deeper look
What is the intention behind NVC? An example of Erickson’s Technique
From a proponent of NVC:
“... I used to try to start with showing evidence, presenting claims and
conclusions (which people called "your Beliefs, [name removed]...") and found
resistance, as I would guess you have seen, perhaps? You might identify this
as them being deluded, and I might agree, but I have found it amazing what can
occur when I stopped trying that method, and when I switched to using these
tactics which I now promote. So, by promoting these methods, I do not imply
(ever) that this is the more correct way to proceed to communicate, but
rather that I have seen evidence that these methods have been yielding me
better results than my former procedures, and I invite you and others to try
them out. I hope this wasn't confusing, and I hope that you can tell that I
never wish to be more than literal, and I very much am promoting an abundant
perspective regarding communication choices (which I respect, analyze and
measure, constantly).
So, the question......
Have you ever had problems when you communicate your evidence and
conclusions to people, and they refuse to investigate your claims and seem
to desire to remain within their own conclusions (which you and I might call a
"delusion")?”

NVC, a Deeper look
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_Rosenberg

Non-Violent Communication
Create by Marshall Rosenberg a psychologist who has worked
in conflict resolution and education reform.
“The Center for Nonviolent Communication emerged from work Rosenberg
was doing with civil rights activists in the early 1960s. During this period
he provided mediation and communication skills training to communities
working to desegregate schools and other public institutions”
“Rosenberg borrows the phrase "Dominator Culture" from Riane Eisler and
builds upon Walter Wink's theory that we have lived under a domination-culture
paradigm for about 8,000 years. Rosenberg says this culture utilizes a
specialized language and system of education to allow a small minority
to rule over the vast majority of the people, so that the majority is
not serving their own life-needs, but serving their masters'.”

NVC, a Deeper look
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riane_Eisler

Riane Eisler
“Eisler proposes that new conceptual social categories and paradigms are needed which transcend conventional ones such as sacred
vs. secular, right vs. left, capitalist vs. communist, Eastern vs. Western, and industrial vs. pre- or post- industrial which she notes do
not describe the whole of a society's beliefs and institutions. She points out that societies in all these categories have been repressive
and violent and that a road map to a more equitable and less violent social structure requires a new frame of analysis that describes
social features that are ignored or marginalized in conventional analyses, particularly the social construction of the foundational
parent-child and gender relations.[5]
To permit viewing or thinking distinctions which to her are relevant, if not fundamental, between folks and cultures Eisler introduces the
notions of dominator and partnership societies.
Dominator Culture[edit]
She coined the term dominator culture to describe a system of dominance hierarchy ultimately backed up by fear or force. One of the
core components of this system of authoritarian rule in both the family and the state is the subordination of women — whether in Nazi
Germany, Khomeini's Iran, or in earlier cultures where chronic violence and despotic rule were the norm. She analyzes the androcracy
(governance of social organization dominated by males) of Indo-European and other societies, versus what she proposes was a
partnership model (as distinct from matriarchy) for the social organization of Neolithic Europe and the later Minoan civilization that
flourished in prehistoric Neolithic Crete [6]
She provides cross cultural examples of domination oriented cultures and their characteristic configuration in comparison to
partnership oriented cultures. The configuration of the domination system has four mutually supporting core components: Top-down
control in both families and states or tribes; Rigid male dominance—and with this, the devaluation by both men and women of
anything stereotypically considered “feminine,” including care and caregiving; The acceptance, even idealization, of violence as a
means of imposing one’s will on others; A system of beliefs that presents relations of dominating or being dominated as inevitable and
desirable.”

NVC, a Deeper look
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riane_Eisler

Riane Eisler
“Riane Tennenhaus Eisler (born July 22, 1931) is a scholar, writer, feminist, and social activist. She was born in
Vienna, but her family fled from the Nazis to Cuba when she was a child; she later immigrated to the United
States.[3] She has degrees in sociology and law from the University of California. She is the author of many
popular books and articles, and president of the Center for Partnership Studies. Eisler has been described as a
cultural historian, an evolutionary theorist, and a second-wave feminist.
...Riane Eisler is a founding member of the General Evolution Research Group (GERG), a fellow of the World
Academy of Art and Science and World Business Academy, a member of the Club of Rome,[22] and a
counselor of the World Commission on Global Consciousness and Spirituality [23] along with the Dalai Lama,
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, and other spiritual leaders. She is also co-founder of the Spiritual Alliance to Stop
Intimate Violence (SAIV). She is the president of the Center for Partnership Studies, dedicated to research and
education. In 2003 she was one of the signers of the Humanist Manifesto.”
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Riane Eisler
As far as I can see:
There are underlying assumptions with Eisler’s work. Changes, to avert
Dominator culture, is through public and corporate policy
(top down governing)
Her arguments hinge on the idea of interdependence vs independence.
These ideas spider out into a war on family (as a dominator system),
masculinity (defined as dominate focussed), Modernity (as a result of
colonial/dominator systems).
These ripples can be found in extremist views such as dismantling modern
society (Deep green resistance), culling the male population (terence
McKenna), dissolution of private property (property is theft), and
democratic truth (consensus reality). [cultural Marxism]
IMO, Eisler is part of this wave of cultural marxism, as is Rosenberg.
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Syllogism which lead to NVC.
-All human behaviour is an attempt to fulfill needs
-All human needs are universal therefore are never in conflict
-conflict rises from competing strategies for meeting needs
-violence is a strategy for meeting needs
-violence is learned culturally
-Colonial cultures are dominator cultures (based in violence)
-Dominator cultures use coercive language to enslave
-the enslaved perpetrate the masters by use of the language
-changing the language changes the culture from dominator to
partner culture
Are these true? Are these rooted in reality or can the be applied
to reality (explanation vs pseudo-explanation).
She who controls the definitions, dictates the dialectic.
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Concept (2)

Perception/consciouness(3)
concepts which exist only in
language, passed on through
language (cybernetics).

Reality.

perception/consciousnes(2)
higher order concepts which
depend upon the development
of language (linguistics).

perception/
consciousness
of reality.

Concept

Language
Communication of
perceptions as concepts.

Psychology
Perceptual frames
dictate personal
experience.

Percepts

perception/consciousness
of reality.

Axioms

Reality.

Concept (1)

Cybernetics.
Social interaction
impacts the individual.
Linguistics.
language and cognition.
language as perceptual
frames.
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NVC is common in activist training. Both Rosenberg and Walter
Wink (created domination system theory) were both activists.
The connection between the idea that “modern culture is
the root of all social injustice” are pervasive through
housing, poverty, Indigenous rights, educational reform and
environmental activist circles.
Too big for this presentation, however a massive rabbit hole
which drives directly into current affairs.
NVC ideas have a tight orbit in a constellation of ideas which
inevitably lead to the dismantling of industrial society in the
name of social justice and sustainability; which can only be
implemented through a domination system with near absolute
authority.
Is NVC what is seems to be?
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This is not just a connection of people but also of ideas - which evolve
from and overlap with Fabian and A21. It is the destruction of
Protestant ethic, destruction of modern civilization, a return to
feudal economics (no property rights) and centralized global
control.
NVC is weaponized language meant to disarm minds and render
freedom of thought impotent (or seen as violent).
It is thought control.
Its core premises operate on an assumption of interdependence.
This is an attack on the individual.

